• **Industry**
  - Analog Devices
  - AT&T
  - Athenahealth
  - BioProcess Algae
  - Citrix
  - Clearview Healthcare Partners
  - DPR Construction
  - Draper Laboratory
  - Epic Systems
  - Euro-Pro
  - Formlabs, Inc.
  - General Dynamic Electric Boat
  - General Electric
  - Genentech
  - Google
  - GZA, GeoEnvironmental
  - Honeywell Aerospace
  - iRobot
  - Johnson & Johnson
  - Microsoft
  - National Grid
  - National Institute of Standards & Technology
  - Nvidia
  - Ocean Spray
  - Onshape, Inc.
  - Oracle
  - Raytheon
  - Saint Gobain Innovative Materials
  - Sensata
  - Shawmut Design and Construction
  - SpaceX
  - Textron
  - Utilidata

• **Engineering Graduate School**
  - Brown University
  - California Institute of Technology
  - Carnegie Mellon
  - Cornell University
  - Dartmouth College
  - Georgia Tech
  - Harvard University
  - Johns Hopkins
  - MIT
  - Northwestern
  - Oxford
  - Princeton University
  - Stanford University
  - University of Texas
  - UC Berkeley
  - UCLA
  - UC San Diego
  - UC Santa Barbara
  - University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
  - University of Michigan
  - University of Washington
  - Washington University in St. Louis
  - Yale University

• **Teaching/Volunteer/Public Service**
  - AmeriCorps
  - Venture for America

• **Entrepreneurship**
  - Numerous Startups

• **Finance/Consulting**
  - Accenture
  - Bain and Company
  - Citigroup
  - Deloitte
  - DE Shaw Research
  - Goldman Sachs
  - JP Morgan Chase
  - Morgan Stanley
  - Oliver Wyman
  - Price Waterhouse

• **Professional Graduate Schools**
  - Business School
  - Law School
  - Medical School

Compiled from a survey of recent graduating classes.

**Brown Engineering Graduates**
- **Industry** - 36%
- **Engineering Grad School** - 33%
- **Other** - 15%
- **Finance/Consulting** - 10%
- **Professional School** - 6%
  - (Law, Medicine, Business)